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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the push connection string:
MIDlet-Push-1: socket://:79, com.sun.example.SampleChat,
192.3?.?.*
Which two addresses are allowed to push connection
notifications to the application?
(Choose two.)
A. 192.310.101.1
B. 192.31.101.1
C. 192.31.1.1
D. 192.32.1.101
E. 192.310.10.1
F. 192.3.1.101
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which two are valid distributable thread operations? (Choose
two.)
A. update_scheduling_segment
B. suspend_scheduling_segment
C. begin_scheduling_segment
D. resume_scheduling_segment
E. cancel_scheduling_segment
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What happens to the non-surviving records after a merge?
A. Records are stored in a temporary custom object
B. Records remain on the winning account record but removed
from view
C. Records are sent to the Recycle Bin
D. Records are permanently deleted
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A server administrator is notified that all three hard disks in
a server array have failed. Which of the following is the MOST
likely cause?
A. Cache battery failure
B. Incorrect firmware version
C. Backplane failure
D. Incompatible BIOS
Answer: C
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